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In
CPSC Chairman,
Chairman, Inez
In her
her first
firstpublished
publishedstatement
statement as
as CPSC
Tenenbaum (Democrat) explained why she
voted with
with
she voted
Commissioner Thomas Moore (Democrat)
(Democrat) to
to deny
deny the Fashion Jewelry
Trade Association’s (FJTA's)
(FJTA's) petition
petition for
foran
an exclusion
exclusion from
from the
the lead
provisions of the Consumer
Consumer Product
Product Safety
Safety Improvement
Improvement Act
Act (CPSIA)
for
in children’s
children’s jewelry,
for crystal
crystaland
andglass
glass beads in
jewelry,apparel,
apparel,accessories,
accessories,
and other products that may be
be used
usedby
bychildren.
children. Hamstrung by the
inflexibility
inflexibilityofofthe
theCPSIA,
CPSIA,Commissioner
Commissioner Nancy
Nancy Nord (Republican)
“could
“could not”
not”vote
voteto
togrant
grantthe
thepetition
petitionand
andinstead
instead voted
voted to grant
grant aa stay of
enforcement, aa proposed
proposedaction
action that
that did
did not receive
receive the
the support
support of either
Chairman
Chairman Tenenbaum
Tenenbaum or Commissioner Moore.
Commissioners Nord and Moore
statementsexplaining
explaining their
their
Moore also
also issued
issued statements
votes.

 Tenenbaum
Tenenbaum
Rejects
Lead
Exposure
Risk
?
Rejects
Lead
Exposure
Risk
as as
a a
Consideration;
DoesNot
NotAddress
AddressConflict
Conflict
With
Consideration; Does
With
California
andOther
OtherState
StateLead
LeadLimits
Limits
California and
Mindful that
the term
term “harmful”
“harmful” amount
Mindful
thatSection
Section 101
101 does
does not use
use the
amount or
or another
another
term that would allow
the
staff
to
utilize
a
risk-based
approach,
Chairman
allow the staff to utilize a risk-based approach,
Tenenbaum concluded that an exclusion must
must be denied if exposure
exposure to
to the
the
absorption of
of any
any lead
leadby
byaachild.
child. Rejecting
product could result in the absorption
the
FJTA argument
the FJTA
argument that
that the
the potential
potential lead
lead exposure
exposure from
from crystal
crystalbeads
beads is
is less
less
the possible
possible exposure
exposurefrom
frommetal
metaljewelry
jewelry that
that is
is in
in compliance with the
than the
CPSIA lead limits,
limits, Tenenbaum
Tenenbaum said “using compliant metal
metal jewelry
jewelryas
as the
risk appears
appearstotobe
be“in
“indirect
directconflict
conflict with
with the statutory
baseline” of acceptable
acceptable risk
language, which
which does
doesnot
notallow
allow for
for the consideration
consideration of
of the
the risk.”
risk.”
language,
Acknowledging
that
most
crystal
and
glass
beads
do
not
appear
Acknowledging that most crystal and glass beads do not appear to
to pose
pose aa
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serious
serious health risk to children,
children, and
and without
withoutaddressing
addressing the
the fact
fact that
that state
state laws,
laws,

including
including California,
California,permit
permitthe
thesale
saleofoflead
leadcrystal
crystalbeads,
beads, Tenenbaum
Tenenbaum said
approach to
to enforcement.”
“the agency
agency will
willtake
takeaa common
commonsense
sense approach

Specifically,
that the
the CPSC
CPSC“will
“will focus
Specifically, she
she said that
focus our enforcement activities on
glass bead
beadproducts
productsdesigned
designedand
andintended
intendedprimarily
primarily for
for children
children
crystal and
and glass
and younger,
younger, the
the population
population most
most at
at risk
risk of mouthing
six years
years of age
age and
mouthing and
and
swallowing small objects.”

 Nord
Nord
Recognizes
Burdens
Both
Consumers
?
Recognizes
Burdens
onon
Both
Consumers
and
Businesses With
WithNo
NoNet
NetIncrease
Increase
and Businesses
inin
Consumer
Safety
Consumer Safety
In Commissioner Nord’s
Nord’s view,
view,this
thiscase
case dramatically illustrates the
unintended
consequences
of
the
CPSIA.
provides no
unintended consequences of the CPSIA. Agreeing
Agreeing that
that the
the statute
statute provides
no
flexibility for
flexibility
foraade
deminimis
minimisamount
amountof
oflead
lead when
when there
there is no real risk of
harmful exposure,
harmful
exposure, Nord voted for
for aa stay
stay of
of enforcement to allow
allow Congress
Congress
time
to
consider
and
address
apparently
unintended
consequences
by
time to consider and address apparently unintended consequences created
created by
including, in
the CPSIA, including,
in this
this case:
case:
 Banning
Banningproducts
productsthat
thatpresent
present no
no real
real risk
risk of
of harmful
harmful
?
lead
exposure
lead exposure
 Making
Makingcompliance
complianceimpossible
impossible when
when lead
lead crystal,
crystal, by
by
?
definition, exceeds
definition,
exceedsthe
the statutory
statutory limit
limit
 Causing
Causing“significant
“significantand
andsevere
severe economic
economic injury
?
injury to
to
those who
those
who make
make and
and sell
sell these
these products”
products” to
to the
the tune
tune
of millions
millions of
of dollars
dollars and
and job
job losses
losses
of
Nord
Nord noted
noted that
that other
other jurisdictions
jurisdictionsininthe
theUnited
UnitedStates
Stateshave
have evaluated
evaluated the
the

of leaded
leaded crystal
crystal and
andreached
reacheddifferent
different(and
(andimplicitly
implicitly betterhealth effects of
reasoned)
results.
For
example,
California
allows
for
the
sale
of jewelry
jewelry with
with
reasoned) results. For example, California allows for the sale of
less than
than one
onegram
gramby
byweight
weight for
for children six years or under,
under, with no
crystals less
restriction on crystals for children
above
six
years
of
age.
Minnesota
children above
age. Minnesota and
and
several other
other jurisdictions
jurisdictions have similar statutes.
several
statutes. The
The CPSIA
CPSIA requires
requires a result
“that does
and restricts
restricts consumer
consumer choice
choice [and]
[and]
“that
does not
not advance
advance consumer safety and
we
preempt
several
state
laws
that
were
crafted
to
address
the
concerns
of all
all
we preempt several state laws that were crafted to address the concerns of
and other
other difficult
difficult issues
the stakeholders.” Urging
UrgingCongress
Congress to
to address
address this and
issues
created by
by the
the CPSIA,
CPSIA, Nord
that “the lead
created
Nord suggested
suggested that
lead exclusion process
process would
be
one place
place to
to start.”
start.”
be one

 Commissioner
Commissioner
Moore
Votes
With
Chairman
?
Moore
Votes
With
Chairman
Tenenbaum
to Focus
Focus Enforcement
Enforcementon
onLead
Lead
Tenenbaum to
Crystal
Productsfor
forChildren
Children
Six
Years
Age
Crystal Products
Six
Years
ofof
Age
and
Younger
and Younger
Commissioner Moore voted with
with Chairman
Chairman Tenenbaum
Tenenbaum to deny the FJTA
petition on
petition
on the
the grounds
grounds that
that any
any possible
possible lead
lead exposure
exposure prevents
prevents an
an
exclusion. He
Heechoed
echoed Tenenbaum’s
Tenenbaum’s direction
direction to
to focus
focus enforcement
enforcement on
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“most likely
likely to
products for younger children, who are
are “most
to mouth
mouth and
and ingest
crystals.” Moore
Moorenoted
noted that
that California’s
California’sapproach
approach to
to permit
permit lead
lead crystals in
children’s jewelry,
children’s
jewelry,isispredicated
predicated on
on “risk
“riskanalysis
analysis that
that the
the CPSIA
CPSIA has
has
deemed
to
not
be
protective
enough
of
the
nation’s
children.”
deemed to not be protective enough of the nation’s children.”

For now, itit looks
looks like
likewe
wecan
can expect
expect Commission votes to run 2-1 along party
lines. Unlike
Nord,
it
appears
Unlike Nord, it appearsthat
that Chairman
Chairman Tenenbaum
Tenenbaum is not inclined to
stay of
of enforcement when the CPSIA yields
grant a stay
yields harsh
harsh results
results that
that do
do not
not
appear
to
address
a
substantial
safety
risk.
Only
time
will
tell
how
and
to
appear to address a substantial safety risk. Only time will
how and
the Commission’s enforcement
enforcement activities
activities will
will change
what extent the
change under
under
Tenenbaum’s leadership.
leadership.
back
back to top
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under the
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and other
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to
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and
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